For the class of 2010
Above Calvin Cheema and Alistair Chan
Above (Back, Row1) Carolyn Walsh, Michelle Lamont, Samantha Lewis, Matthew Dexheimer, Robert Batsell (Professor), Jared Andrzejewski, Kelley Gavigan, Siu-Lan Tan (Professor), (Row2) Autumn B. Hostetter (Professor), Andrea Bedway, Claire Amsler, Kathleen Manstrom, Stephen Johnston, (Row3) Tiffany Fouch, Emily Adelstein, Laura Marshall, Ashlee Steudle, Alyssa Templer, (Row4) Allen Buckner, Catherine Skirving, Simona Graur, (Front, Row5) Kelly Bauer, Alida Baranowski, Clarissa Lindley, Kathryn Knue, Sara Stacharczyk, and Karyn Boatwright (Professor)
1 Kelly Campbell-Olszewski  
2 Sarah Small, Erin O’Brien, and Aubrey Klinger’11  
3 Katja Samati  
4 Sandford Schulma’85 and K’tanaw Schiff  
5 Alfonso Espinosa
LIFE AT K
1 Rachel Jeffery  2 Andrew Dozier  3 Ian Lawson and Kelly Arnes  4 Joseph Unger and Anne Weir  5 Britneni Clark’08 and Blayne Milbeck  6 Anthony Diaz and Briana Payne  7 Katherine Banghart and Caitlin Rider  8 Samuel Yoo and Sara Sheldon  9 Anum Fatima
Above Anthony McDowald, Andrew Dozier, Brandon Cyprien, Jerrod Howlett’09, Joshua Wilson’09, Brandon Foutz (front), Eric Aiken, and Aaron Coleman’09
1Bengt Apelgren and Katharin Webb 2Andrew Fisher, Stefan Dylewski, Samuel Yoo, Rahul Sharma, and Margaux Forsch 3Jeffrey Hsi’83, David Hsi, and Amy Wegenfield* 4Catherine Skirving and Sarah Thomasma
1Samantha Lewis, Jaclyn Burgess, and Kelsey Breck 2Bengt Apelgren 3Joel Knight, Emily Rohn, Anne Weir, and Katherine Ehlert 4Sara Small, Chelsea Blow, and Kathleen Manstrom
1Eric Aiken, Emily Collins’08, Briana Hendrix, Verelle Kirkwood, Klissa Jarrett, Ajka Suljevic, Briana Scales, and Nicholas Moeller
2Anna Hassan
3Erin O’Brien, Anne Renaud, Ajka Suljevic, and Blayne Milbeck
4Lauren Torres and Caitlin Rider
5Komal Chuughtai and Sindhura Kompella
Above (Back, Row1) Eric Aiken, Brian Barkley, Catherine Skirving, Robert Cooper, (Row2) Ann Schimon, Andrew Grayson, Katja Samati, Joseph Unger, Aikja Suljevic, Jillian Belstler, Brianna Wood, (Row3) Anne Weir, Andrea Middleton, Emily Meloche, Karah Boodt, Phillip Chinzi, Rachel Silander, (Front, Row4) Emilia LaPenta, Rebecca Aulph, Lisa Phillips, Emily Kuehn, Catherine Mocny, and Dana Schmitt
LandSea

Above Jenna Hertz, Laura Marshall, Brian Barkley, Kat Curtis’07, Ian Harbage, David Weissmann, Kevin Dugal, Emily Adelstein, Leah Blazek’09, and Valerie DiPonio
Savannah Reef, Margaret Johnson’09, Abigail Kernan-Schloss, Sarah Manley’09, Anna Borysewicz, Caleb Lamont, Nicholas Roe, Alice Forsythe, Katherine Zatkoff, and Dustin Hennigar

Joseph Kilmer, Phillip Dietrich, and John Reinertsen

Clayton Watterson*, Mark Smith, Madeleine Kamalay, Janelle Nystrom, Sara Nestor’09, Halcyon Derks’09, Lindsey Scarlett, Julia Kernan-Schloss, Jenneva Scholz, and Elliott Wolfson
1Anum Fatima, Andrew Dozier, Lauren McCoy, and Jason Lynch
2Catherine Skirving and Nyemade Cooper
3Devika Pakkala
1Kelly Bauer, Clarissa Lindley, and Natalie Schneider  
2Andrea Penick and Joshua Wilson ’09  
3Lauren McCoy, Orel Cruz, Andrew Dozier, Andrew Holtzman  
4Christopher Hutchinson, Jaclyn Burgess, Kathryn Knoechel, and Charles Mason
1 Klissa Jarrett and Brandon Cyprien
2 Nicholas Helmstetter and James Hutchinson
3 Arjun Baragi and Marina Takagi
Halloween

1Ryan Bizzis 2Sarah Nicholas’08, Sara Whalen, Emily Rohn, Jennifer Martinez, Elizabeth Swisher’08, Heain Lee, and Eric Aiken 3Nyemade Cooper, Briana Payne, and Munirah McGovern
1Ashley Gregory’08 and Ashley Milhizer  2Andrew Grayson at the Rocky Horror Show
1Andrea Bedway and family 2Anna Hassan, Kristen Jost, Andrea Middleton, Emily Kuehn, Shelley Stevens, and Catherine McCoy 3Cyrus Jadun
Homecoming

Above (Back) Briana Scales, Anna Williams, Rachael Wilsmann, (Front) Dana Schmitt, Lauren Torres, Emily Adelstein, Ashlee Steudle, and Elizabeth Colvin
Above Chelsea Blow and Margaux Forsch
Above Kelly Bauer, Chelsea Blow, Anna Williams, and Alejandra Sebastiani
1 Jaclyn Burgess and Sarah Kuljian (Rome)  
2 Robert Cooper and Takafumi Yasui* (Japan)  
3 Kelly Campbell-Olszewski (Thailand)
Above Daniel Mitler (Thailand)
Erin O’Brien (India) 2(Back) Andrew Grayson, Emily Adelstein, Kaitlin Powe, (Front) Jaclyn Burgess,
Brianne Wood, Jessica Messerschmidt, Bengt Apelgren, and Jeanette Lee (Spain)
Above K students at Nairobi with Professors/coordinators (Back) Emilia LaPenta, Sara Locke, Sophie Huckabay, prof./coord., Sara Sheldon, prof./coord., (Front) prof./coord., Anne Baldwin, and prof./coord.
1 Hannah Magen, Barret Myers, Erin O’Brien, and Lisa Gernand (India)
2 Molly McDonald, Chelsea Blow, Allen Marecki, Benjamin Minkoff, Greyser Clark, Phillip Dietrich, Benjamin Schroeder, and Oscar Marx (Spain)
3 Emilia LaPenta, Saddie Sheldon, and Sophie Huckabay (Nairobi)
1Kelsey Breck and Jenna Hertz (Thailand) 2(Back) Emily Rohn, Laura Gabrys, Tim Dittmann (TA)*, Claire Bopp, Natalie Schneider, (Front) Craig Marlatt, Caitlin Rider, Maria Mueller (TA)*, and Heidi Fetzner (Germany)
Above Emily Rohn and Natalie Schneider (Germany)
1Abigail Kernan-Schloss (Thailand) 2James Sturm (Tibet)
Baseball

1 Benjamin Schroeder 2 Benjamin Minkoff 3 Stephen Luczak
4 Brian Barkley 5 Laurence Briski 6 Andrew Dozier 7 Stephen Johnston
Softball

1 Kelly Arnes 2 Kelsey Bailey 3 Bethany Gross 4 Ryder Moses 5 Heidi Fetzner
6 Jessica Maas 7 Briana Hendrix 8 Abigail Kernan-Schloss 9 Julia Kernan-Schloss
1 Nikola Jovanovic 2 Verelle Kirkwood 3 Briana Hendrix 4 Kelsey Bailey 5 Andrea Bedway 6 Nyemade Cooper 7 Sarah Thomasma
Basketball
Football

1 Adam Manix 2 Brandon Foutz 3 Nicholas Helmstetter 4 Stephen Johnston 5 Jared Andrzejewski 6 James Hutchinson 7 Allen Buckner 8 Stephen Luczak 9 Nathan Kopydlowski 10 James Semelsberger 11 Sean Schemmel 12 Ryan Bizzis
Soccer

1. Nicholas Robell  
2. Robert Linden  
3. Samuel Groppi  
4. Benjamin Schroeder  
5. Bryan Rekowski  
6. Anja Burk  
7. Paige Howell  
8. Kathleen Manstrom  
9. Kassandra Johnston  
10. Jaime Franks
1 Alfonso Espinosa 2 Barret Mueller 3 Colin Dueweke 4 Elliot Wolfson 5 Julio Contreras 6 Paul Ellis 7 Dustin Hennigar 8 Abigail Homans 9 Katherine Zatkoff 10 Katherine Knoechel 11 Kelsey Breck 12 Marie Stuve 13 Barret Myers 14 Claire Eder 15 Jaclyn Burgess
Swimming & Diving
Tennis

1 Jason Brown 2 Joseph Unger 3 David Hsi 4 Cyrus Jadun 5 John Reinertsen 6 Greyser Clark
7 John Boyd 8 Michael Kappler 9 Samuel Colton 10 Zachary Geiger 11 Phumvadee Wangtrakuldee
Volleyball

1 Catherine Skirving
2 Kimberly Marble
3 Sarah Thomasma
Golf

1 Noah Oesterle 2 Andrew Fisher
Above: Micah Smith, Thomas Gilchrist, Kevin Dugal, Mark Smith, Briana Scales, Rachel Silander, Emily Meloche, Claire Eder, Anne Baldwin, Madeleine Kamalay, Clarissa Lindley, Natalie Brazeau, and Christina Davis
Senior Awards

1 Brianne Wood, Klissa Jarrett, Jillian Belstler, Lisa Phillips, Ilana Kresch, Eric Aiken, and Alexander Holtzman
2 Phumvandee Wangtrakuldee
3 Julia Toro
4 Laurence Briski
Above  (Back, Row1) Phillip Chinzi, Catherine Skirving, Catherine Mocny, Brian Barkley, Stephen Luczak, Robert Cooper, (Row2) Brianne Wood, Anne Weir, Lisa Phillips, Emily Meloche, Emily Kuehn, Katja Samati, Karah Boodt, Jillian Belstler, Eric Aiken, Andrea Middleton, (Front, Row3) Emilia LaPenta, Joseph Unger, Andrew Grayson, Rebecca Aulph, Natalia Holtzman, Dana Schmitt, and Ajka Suljevic
1Savannah Reef 2Michael Chodos 3Mohsen Ghazi, Ilya Svintsitski, and Benjamin Schroeder 4Barret Mueller and Charles Mason 5James Kellner 6Claire Eder and Janelle Nystrom
1 Natlaie Brazeau, Christina Smith, and Jenneva Scholz
2 Alana Richardson and Sarah Galli
3 Claire Stavenga, Brian Barkley, and Wales Christian
1 Paul Ellis 2 Elizabeth Haworth-Hoeppner and Barret Myers 3 Laura Fox 4 Benjamin Buckley
1Thomas Turner, Anne Weir, and Isaac Kikuchi 2Chloe Reeves and Joseph Unger 3Caitlyn Calhoun 4Heide Taylor, Andrew Grayson, Anne Renaud, and Natalie Brazeau
1 Travis Smith 2 Anna Hassan 3 Kristen Jost 4 (Front) Matthew Remsen and Katja Samati 5 Arjun Baragi and Jason Brown (back) RIGHT Benjamin Schroeder, Joshua Abts, Emily Adelstein, and Eric Aiken
1Nickolas Armstrong 2Kelly Arnes 3Rebecca Aulph 4Kelsey Bailey 5Vatsal Bajpai
6Anne Baldwin 7David Bandy 8Katherine Banghart 9Andrew Grayson
1. Will Black
2. Alicia Blessing
3. Mark Bliss
4. Chelsea Blow
5. Karah Boodt
6. Clair Bopp
7. Anna Borysewicz
8. John Boyd
9. Natalie Brazeau
1Kelsey Breck 2Laurence Briski 3Pat Brooks 4Jason Brown 5Aidan Brumsickle 6Benjamin Buckley 7Allen Buckner 8Kelly Hurd, Sarah Kuljian, Hannah Hartshorn, and Ilana Kresch
1Samuel Yoo, Cyrus Jadun, Ilya Sviintsitski, Oscar Marx, Brendon Schramm, and Arjun Baragi
2Jaclyn Burgess 3Anja Burk 4Natalee Burns 5Caitlyn Calhoun 6Kelly Campbell-Olszewski
1 Aaron Cartterfield 2 Nadia Casaperalta 3 Calvin Cheema 4 Elizabeth Chiaravalli 5 Phillip Chinzi 6 Erin O'Brien
Matthew Dexheimer 2 Anthony Diaz 3 Phillip Dietrich 4 Valerie DiPonio 5 Chelsea Blow 6 Amanda Dove
1 Andrew Dozier 2 Colin Dueweke 3 Kevin Dugal 4 Elyse Durham
5 Stefan Dylewski 6 Claire Eder 7 Katherine Ehlert 8 Paul Ellis 9 Kayla Emeot
1 Alfonso Espinosa 2 Ryan Fark 3 Anum Fatima 4 Heidi Fetzner 5 Susan Findlay 6 Andrew Fisher 7 Erin Fleck 8 Margaux Forsch 9 Alice Forsythe
1 Thomas Gilchrist 2 Martin Goffeney 3 Sara Whalen, Kelly Hurd, and Kelly Campbell-Olszewski 4 Simona Graur 5 Andrew Grayson 6 David Greiner
1Samuel Groppi 2Bethany Gross 3Xian Gu 4Erik Guetschow 5Sarah Guzy 6Margaux Forsch 7Regis Hanna 8Ian Harbage
1 Hannah Hartshorn 2 Anna Hassan 3 Elizabeth Haworth-Hoeppner
4 Nicholas Helmstetter 5 Peter Nau 6 Briana Hendrix 7 Dustin Hennigar 8 Jenna Hertz
1 Alexander Holtzman 2 Natalia Holtzman 3 Abigail Homans 4 Paige Howell 5 Laura Gabrys and Sarah Galli 6 Alena Hoxsey
1David Hsi 2Sophie Huckabay 3Kelly Hurd 4Christopher Hutchinson 5James Hutchinson 6Amy Hutchison 7Janice Hwang 8Kathryn Iglehart 9Alexander Ito Maitland
1Cyrus Jadun 2Klissa Jarrett 3Rachel Jeffery 4Stephen Johnston 5Kristen Jost
6Nikola Jovanovic 7Madeleine Kamalay 8Michael Kappler 9Katherine Keegan
1 Georgia Knapp 2 Joel Knight 3 Kathryn Knoechel 4 Julie Knopp 5 Kathryn Knue 6 Kyle Lincoln 7 Sindhura Kompella 8 Nathan Kopydlowski
1Chelsea Blow, Clarissa Lindley, Alida Baranowski, Kasey Lane, Anna Hassan, and Julie Knopp
2Ilana Kresch 3Emily Kuehn 4Sarah Kuljian 5Vincent Kusiak 6Amelia Laing
1 Jeanette Lee 2 Heain Lee 3 Sarah Thomasma 4 Joseph Lemien 5 Samantha Lewis 6 Jeremy Liggett
1 Kyle Lincoln 2 Robert Linden 3 Clarissa Lindley 4 Sara Locke 5 Stephen Luczak 6 Kelly Arnes 7 Kathryn Lutes 8 Jason Lynch
1 Jessica Maas 2 Hannah Magen 3 James Maly 4 Adam Manix 5 Kathleen Manstrom 6 Lisa Phillips 7 Kimberly Marble 8 Allen Marecki
1 Janelle Nystrom 2 Erin O’Brien 3 Noah Oesterle 4 Devika Pakkala
5 Katherine Benghart 6 Briana Payne 7 Andrea Penick 8 Sonya Petrakovitz
1 Jessica Messerschmidt 2 Tammy Pheuphong 3 Lisa Phillips 4 Elizabeth Pittman
5 Jacqueline Postelnic 6 Angeline Poteet’09 7 Kaitlin Powe 8 Jessica Priebe 9 Vijay Ramesh
1 Ann Schimon  2 Dana Schmitt  3 Natalie Schneider  4 Jenneva Scholz  5 Brendon Schramm  
6 Benjamin Schroeder  7 Alejandra Sebastiani  8 James Semelsberger  9 Sapna Sharma
1Rahul Sharma 2Samantha Shaw 3Sara Sheldon 4James Shoemaker 5Rachel Silander 6Anna Simmons 7Stephanie Simon 8Catherine Skirving 9Sarah Small
1 Micah Smith  2 Zachary Smith  3 Travis Smith  4 Mark Smith  5 Christina Smith  
6 Sara Stacharczyk  7 Claire Stavenga  8 Ashlee Steudle  9 Shelley Stevens
1 Andrew Stewart-Oberndorf  2 James Sturm  3 Ajka Suljevic  4 Ilya Svintsitski  
5 Eric Swanson  6 Marina Takagi  7 Heide Taylor  8 Theresa Tejada  9 Sarah Thomasma
1 Alyssa Templer  2 Julia Toro  3 Lauren Torres  4 Garrett Turner  5 Thomas Turner
6 Ashley Tyler  7 Joseph Unger  8 Benjamin VanGelderen  9 Teofil Wahr
1 Caleb Waldron 2 Carolyn Walsh 3 Derek Walton 4 Phumvadee Wangtrakuldee 5 Katharin Webb 6 Rebecca Weingart 7 Anne Weir 8 David Weissmann 9 Sara Whalen
1 Anna Williams 2 Rachael Wilsmann 3 Katherine Wise 4 Henry Wisner 5 Elliott Wolfson 6 Brianne Wood 7 Samuel Yoo 8 Katherine Zatkoff
Above Anna Williams (middle) and family
1 Alexander Holtzman (middle) and family
2 Megan Barnes and Simona Graur
3 Alicia Blessing and Aidan Brumsickle
4 Hannah Hartshorn and mother
1 Angeline Poteet’09 and Martha Roach’71 2 Nicholas Helmstetter
3 Robert Cooper 4 Jeffrey VanGelder’81 and Benjamin VanGelder
1 Don Knoechel’80 and Kathryn Knoechel 2 John Terrence McGovern’77, Munirah McGovern, and Jean Marie Perry’77 3 Brendon Schramm 4 John Wahr’69, Teofl Wahr, and Mary Wahr’69
1 Andrea Bedway and family
2 Brian Barkley and Andrew Grayson
3 Anne Baldwin (red dress) and family
4 Alice Forsythe
5 Emily Meloche
6 Xian Gu
1 Alfonso Espinosa and family
2 Kelsey Breck, Jaclyn Burgess, Kathryn Knoechel, and Abigail Homans
3 Colin Dueweke and Kelly Bauer
4 Ann Schimon (white flowery dress) and family
1Anum Fatima (left) and family 2Elizabeth (Milne) Moeller’79 and Nicholas Moeller 3Rachel Jeffery (middle) and family
Special Thanks

I want to give special thanks to Lisa Darling, Director of Publications, for guiding me throughout the design process and for her constructive criticism in creating the 2010 OrangeZest Memory book.

Viridiana Carvajal ’15 for her keen eye during the editing process and for her willingness to learn more about this project quickly and effectively.

Christy Honsberger, Associate Director of Alumni Relations, for her guidance, enthusiasm, and support in creating this book.

Steve Wideen, Sports Information Director, for allowing us to access the Athletics archives and get a hold of the athletics photos.

Laura Livingston-McNeilis ’89, Theatre Art Department, for taking time to look for photos from the Theatre Art Department and submitting it to us.

Kathleen Milliken, Swimming and Diving Coach, for taking time of her day to help us identify people in the Swimming and Diving team.

Kate Yancho, Director of Student Involvement, for allowing us to access the OSI archives and acquire photos that could be used throughout the upcoming years.

The Office of Alumni Relations, especially Kerri Baker, Kim Aldrich, and Sass Havilar for their partnership and support of the OrangeZest project.

Last but not least the Class Agents and Graduating Class of 2010 Contributers who were willing to help us identify people in photos and who submitted many wonderful photographs of their peers and life at K that can now be shared in this book.

Without all of these amazing people this book would not have been possible.
CONTRIBUTERS

Erik Aiken
Emily Adlestein
Kelly Bauer
Chelsea Blow
Jaclyn Burgess
Elizabeth Colvin
Robert Cooper
Phillip Dietrich
Zachary Geiger
Andrew Grayson
Emily Kuehn
Emilia LaPenta
Jennifer Martinez
James Messerschmidt
Jessica Messerschmidt
Erin O’Brien
Sonya Petrokovitz
Caitlin Rider
Natalie Schnieder
Sara Small
James Sturm
Ajka Suljevic
Marina Takagi
Anne Weir
Elliott Wolfson
Katherine Zatkoff